GodotTalkV0.1 Overview
Introduction
Hello! Welcome to the very first manual written for the GodotTalk virtual machine, a virtual
machine bridge written between the Godot game engine and Pharo Smalltalk. Using this virtual
machine (written in C#) and the provided Pharo library, you can write Godot games and
applications in Pharo while still having your final application able to be deployed anywhere Godot
can without any dependency on the Pharo VM. At the time of this writing, the virtual machine can
be used to create basic applications and games, however it is still missing some crucial features to
make them truly polished and past what one would consider a prototype. New features are always
being added, however, and this manual will become outdated very quickly. For how-tos that aren’t
made specifically clear here or any feature requests, please join the GodotTalkVM Discord server at
the following link and ask me directly.
Discord Server: https://discord.gg/xkZEQrb3Xn

How does it work?
As mentioned previously, the virtual machine itself is written in C#, which is an officially
supported programming language of the Godot game engine, allowing it to have bindings to every
aspect of the engine. Performance-crucial and often-called functions are added to the virtual
machine directly as opcodes. Uncommon functions are added only on the Pharo side via reflection
through 6 C# reflection opcodes. These opcodes are generated and written directly to the virtual
machine’s memory using the provided GodotTalk Pharo package being developed in parallel to the
virtual machine. While the syntax for writing GodotTalk and normal Pharo code is mostly the same,
there are a few differences necessary to force application logic to be deferred to the VM at run-time
rather than Pharo to clear any dependencies. (E.G. standard ifTrue signals a statement check to
Pharo and whenTrue signals a check to GodotTalk. Standard := signals an assignment to Pharo,
the Parc Place-Smalltalk-style ← operator signals a run-time assignment to the GodotTalk VM)

Why a custom virtual machine?
As stated before, the main reason that the Pharo VM is not used directly is to clear
dependencies so that the final bytecode and application can go anywhere that Godot can without
needing the Pharo VM to be ported along with it. I’ve previously written a prototype which used
this same shared memory setup to have Pharo handle all game logic at run-time rather than just
during development, and while it did work extremely well, personally my main goal is web
development. This shared memory setup of having the Pharo VM run in parallel to the Godot
application meant that the application could not be deployed to web, so I chose this solution instead.
Since Godot handles its web applications via Emscripten, I will most likely try embedding the
Pharo VM through GDnative and C++ bindings at some point to see what kind of development
turn-around that would have, but for now this custom virtual machine has met all of the criteria I
was looking for to develop Godot applications in Smalltalk, and I hope it will meet your
expectations as well.

Setup and Use
Installation
This guide assumes that you have already installed the latest stable Mono version of Godot
or the latest beta/release candidate of Godot Mono, and that you are also running Windows. For
setup with Linux, please discuss it with me in the Discord as there are a couple of differences and I
have not gotten around to testing the Linux and Mac versions of the libraries yet. The GodotTalk
virtual machine is written in C# and requires the Mono version rather than the standard version to
be used. You can download the latest stable Mono version release from the following link, as well
as its dependencies:
https://godotengine.org/download
To start, you will want to git clone the GodotTalk libraries directly from the GitLab project
here to a folder in your documents:
https://gitlab.com/chandler.justin.s/godot-talk-VM

GitLab also provides a means of downloading the entire project as a zip without git if you
don’t feel like using a git solution to test the project out. Once extracted or cloned to your
documents, open Godot Mono and scan the folder for projects using the “Scan” button at the project
selection screen.

Once you have done this, the project will be added to your project list under the title
“GodotTalkV0.1”

Note I made a mistake here however. Unfortunately Godot will crash if the project folder
has any dashes in it, so the default GitLab folder name will not work. Let’s delete the dashes and
scan it again.

Now we can double click this project and a scene of a 3D cafeteria will open. This is just
something simple I threw together with Blender, but you will see it’s plenty for our purposes.

On the left you will find the scene hierarchy. If you’re familiar with Godot, this is nothing
new, however the key difference here is that the root object, which I have left as the default name
“Spatial”, has a C# script attached to it. Click the root object to see its details.

The inspector on the right will change to reflect the properties of the selected root node,
which we will see has the SmalltalkVM C# file attached to it. On the top, there are several settings
to configure the VM for various situations. If you do not see the section that says “Script Variables”
in the inspector, you are either not running Godot Mono or the C# project solution hasn’t been built.
In the case of the former, go back to the Godot website and download Godot Mono and its
dependencies. In the case of the latter, go up to Project → Tools → C# → Create C# solution as
shown here:

If create C# solution is not present, this means that you have a C# solution and it just hasn’t
been built. You can build the solution in the top right as shown:

After pressing this build button, you should now see the virtual machine’s configuration
options mentioned before.

The First Person Shooter Example
For now, let’s only check the “Export” box and leave the rest unchecked as shown:

The virtual machine has 2 main modes, live-coding mode, which it will default to if
“Interpret” is unchecked, and interpret mode, which will be activated when “Interpret” is checked,
as well as be the mode that you package your final application in. “Export” means that while in
live-coding mode, whenever a sequence of bytecode has been read, it will be exported it to the file
‘SmalltalkBytecode.stb’. This file can be renamed later so that it is not overwritten when you are
running another instance of the virtual machine. This way you can have as many bytecode files and
instances of the virtual machine as needed. Press the play button to start the Godot application and
the GodotTalk virtual machine.

Now that the application is running, the virtual machine has reserved a chunk of memory at
the memory address we gave it. If you did not modify it before hitting the play button, the memory
address is set to ‘Smalltalk5’. It may not be apparent at the moment, but our camera/player is
currently floating. This is because of course there is no gameplay logic running right now, so
gravity is not being applied. Let’s fix that by writing the example first person shooter project to
memory.
If you do not have Pharo installed at this point, download the launcher now. You can find it
at the following URL:
https://pharo.org/download
Start the launcher, and you will be presented with this screen, most likely in the light theme
rather than the dark:

The GodotTalk project has a Pharo image included. Eventually the library will most likely
be uploaded as a package to Metacello so that you can add it on to your own image, but for now use
the development image provided by hitting ‘From disk’ at the top and browsing to the GodotTalk
project in your documents. Upon opening the image, you will see something like this:

The image starts on the FPS tutorial class, so we can run it right away. First let’s connect
Pharo to the same memory space as Godot. Highlight ‘VMScanner connectToMemory:
‘Smalltalk5’.’ in the playground on the left and press CTRL + D to DoIt.

Upon doing so, the text will be surrounded by a slightly thicker blue box, but there will be
no other change besides this. It is, however, now connected to the same memory chunk located at
the address with the label ‘Smalltalk5’. We can now run the command right below it to write the full
FPS example code to memory. Select ‘ReWriteGodotFPSExample writeToMemory.’ and press
CTRL + D to DoIt. Immediately after executing it, you will notice that the player falls to the ground
in the open Godot window. You can now walk around with WASD or ZQSD, clicking the screen
will lock the mouse, escape will unlock it, and spacebar will jump.
Now that we’ve seen the code in action, let’s take a brief look at how it works. I will not be
going through all of the vector math used to make the example in this manual, although I admit I
want to since I find the original GDscript/C# tutorial does not do a great job explaining what each
piece of code does, but I will reserve that in-depth explanation for another time. I will however
show you the power of live-coding, as well as some simpler examples of GodotTalk’s syntax.
Take a look at the code at the right, which is what we just sent over to the virtual machine.

The method calls to the class VMScanner on the top and bottom are some crucial boilerplate
code that you will include in each of your GodotTalk programs. Eventually I may replace this with a
custom-written DoIt command, but for now I will explain what each of these does. The class
VMScanner has many responsibilities under the hood for generating bytecode and writing it to the
virtual machine’s memory, but these 2 are the only ones you will be using directly. ResetBytecode
will clear the VM’s memory to prepare it to be written to, and as you can probably guess,
runGodotVM will have the GodotTalk virtual machine execute the code once it’s finished being

written, which all typically happens in less than a second. Let’s take a look at the game logic being
run here by opening up the RewritePlayer class in the second column at the top.

Here we can see all the class instance variables being used to achieve the effects we’ve seen.
Let’s look at the very first method being run. Click the ‘initialization’ protocol in the third column
to narrow down the list a bit and then the ‘init’ method in the fourth column.

If you’ve ever made a Godot application or game before, this should seem familiar to you.
In Godot, almost every class has an ‘onReady’ function and a ‘process’ function, the first of which
is used for initialization and the second of which is for logic that runs every frame or every physics
engine call. Click on the ‘onReady’ method in the fourth column, which is also under the
‘initialization’ protocol.

If you’re new to Smalltalk, this may seem like an unnecessary amount of smaller functions,
but it’s actually one of my favorite parts of the programming language, and I believe it will be for
you too if you stick with it. Small methods mean modular and understandable code, and also that
your programs will read more like a simple sentence. Pharo will even give you a warning if your
method is over 10 lines long suggesting that you try to shorten it. Let’s take a look at
‘defineAttributes’ next, which is also under the ‘initialization’ protocol.

Now we’re finally to something a little more direct. If you’re a regular Pharo user, here’s a
point where the syntax will differ slightly. Pharo primitives are understood by the GodotTalk VM,
but in order to get the most functionality out of them, you will usually want to make them instances
of the class GdVar – Godot Variables. This initialization is also the only time you will use Pharo’s :=
assignment operator. To assign a Godot variable a value within the game engine, we use the classic
Parc Place Smalltalk assignment operator, ←. In fact, that is the logic that’s going on here within
this method. The following 2 pieces of code are exactly the same in terms of functionality. The first
just allows us to do both initialization and assignment in a single line.

Let’s make a simple change. Add an extra zero to maxSpeed, changing it from 11.0 to 110.0,
then press CTRL + S to apply the change. You will know that you have unapplied changes if there is
an orange-yellow triangle in the top right corner of the method window, as well as if there is a *
next to the method name.

It may also ask you to type your initials. This is just for sharing your code and Git/Iceberg
purposes, you can type anything. Once you’ve applied the change, highlight the line
‘ReWriteGodotFPSExample writeToMemory’ in the playground at the left and press CTRL + D,
then move around in the game engine. As you can see, our program has been completely re-written
while it is still running. This makes testing code a breeze, and is one of the biggest advantages to
coding with Smalltalk and Lisp, which both usually place special emphasis on this kind of livecoding capability.

Next, let’s take a quick look at the method ‘defineDynamics’, which is also located under
the ‘initialization’ protocol.

Here we have some special variables that have more functionality required of them than
typical primitives. These special variables are still assigned the same way as GdVars in terms of
initialization, however you will notice that the KinematicBody, Camera, and Spatial classes all take
a block as an assignment. These blocks are functions that will be deferred to when the code is run in
the game engine. In Godot, if you scroll to the bottom of the scene hierarchy, you will find the
kinematic body ‘PlayerKB’ the code is referring to as well as the children ‘RotHelper’ and
‘Camera’. This is nothing new to you if you’re coming from GDscript or Godot Mono. The
references are found using the names of the nodes themselves. It’s important to keep these searches
out of loops, however, as finding a node every frame is expensive. It’s best practice to search once
at the start of a scene and refer back to it as demonstrated, and in the case of dynamic entities, to
assign them to an array right away. Vector3’s are assigned differently. They have automatic
initialization to (0,0,0), so you don’t have to assign them anything right away. They can be assigned
using the ← operator for an entire replacement, as well as by sending them the axis messages you’d
expect:

Next, let’s make this code run without the connection to Pharo. Since we had the ‘Export’
checkbox checked already, every time we’ve updated the program we’ve also been updating the
final bytecode file. Press the stop button in the top right or close the Godot application window to
end the process. Note that when you do this, this only frees the memory from the C# side. Pharo
will keep the memory reserved until you run ‘VMScanner freeMemory’, so if your program crashes
or you otherwise need to stop the Godot application and hit play again, you do not need to re-do the
connection. It will be automatic since Pharo keeps the memory reserved after connecting once even
after Godot disconnects. Godot must always be the one to initially reserve a memory address when
you are first starting a coding session however.
Now that our Smalltalk bytecode has been exported to the default ‘SmalltalkBytecode.stb’,
we can set the virtual machine to interpret mode and run the program without Pharo. The target
bytecode file is already set to ‘SmalltalkBytecode.stb’, so we can simple uncheck ‘Export’, check
‘Interpret’, and hit play and our program will work exactly the same as before:

Now that we’ve covered some syntax and the modes of the virtual machine, let’s start a new
scene from scratch to see how we can put all of this together. With the GodotTalkV0.1 project still
open, go to Scene → New Scene at the top and select ‘3D Scene’ at the left.

First, let’s set up the virtual machine. Select the newly created root ‘Spatial’ node and its
properties will appear at the right in the Inspector. The bottom most property will be ‘Script’ and it
will say ‘[empty]’.

In the bottom left window we can find our resources. Open the ‘Scripts’ folder and the VM
will be the only script present, called ‘SmalltalkVM.cs’. Drag it to the empty slot and the virtual
machine configuration options will appear. Check ‘Export’ like before, and also change the memory
address name from ‘Smalltalk’ to ‘Smalltalk5’ so we can re-use the memory chunk we’ve already
allocated. It’s generally a good idea to keep ‘Export’ on while live-coding, just don’t forget to rename the ‘SmalltalkBytecode.stb’ file when you’re happy with its functionality so you don’t

accidentally overwrite it. If you do, however, it’s not really a big deal since you can just set it back
to live-coding mode and re-send over its functionality from Pharo.
Now that we have the virtual machine set up, we need to change the main scene to be our
newly created one, otherwise the play button will start the first person example scene. Press CTRL
+ S to save the scene. Save it as ‘FirstApp.tscn’. Next to Project → Project Settings at the top, then
the Run category, then set the default scene to our newly created ‘FirstApp.tscn’.

Now we can press play to start the virtual machine. The application window will be
completely gray, but we will fix that after we make our first application in the traditional way. Next
let’s set up the Pharo side of our new application. You will see that a lot of code for the examples
clutters up the base classes. This will be fixed in future versions. For now I will teach you to do as I
say and not as I do by creating a new sub-package for your application.

Right click the GodotTalk package in the first column and select ‘New package’. To create a
sub-package, all you have to do is start the package name off with the original package name
followed by a dash and then your sub-package name as shown:

Let’s make our first class in this package. A template has been given to us below already.
Change ‘Object’ to ‘GodotApplication’, since we want to inherit from that class instead of the
original ‘Object’ class. Replace ‘#NameOfSubclass’ with ‘#FirstApp’, then hit CTRL + S to apply
and create the class. Once the class is created, change from the ‘Instance side’ to the ‘Class side’
using the radio button selector.

[Pharo users: I create every Godot application as a singleton because it’s easy to access singletons
from the Playground and there aren’t any advantages to instantiating GodotTalk classes at the
moment. Eventually when dynamic instantiation is introduced, this may change for some game
logic subclasses, but most likely not for applications.]
Click the ‘Class side method’ tab so that we can add our boilerplate code for the application.
Replace ‘messageSelectorAndArgumentNames’ with ‘writeToMemory’ and delete the rest of the
body of the method. Replace it with ‘VMScanner resetBytecode.’, followed by ‘VMScanner
runGodotVM.’ as shown below. Then press CTRL + S to apply it and create the method.

All code that gets sent to the virtual machine will be sandwiched between these 2 methods,
however I prefer to abstract this a bit further and create ‘init’ methods for subclasses to stay more
organized. For this example, we will write our code directly in between the boilerplate code to
demonstrate a minimal project. Go ahead and create one more line between the 2 virtual machine
calls. Write ‘Godot print: ‘Hello from Smalltalk!’.’ to finish our traditional GodotTalk ‘hello world’.
Don’t forget to hit CTRL + S to apply it.

We can now send this over to the virtual machine. In the Playground at the left, replace
‘ReWriteGodotFPSExample’ with ‘FirstApp’ so it reads ‘FirstApp writeToMemory.’, select it, and
then press CTRL + D to execute it. If you look at the window, you will see that nothing’s changed.
That’s because ‘Godot print:’ logs to the console, not directly to the screen. Go back to the engine
window and you will see the results in the log at the bottom:

If you don’t see ‘Hello from Smalltalk!’ followed by ‘finished’ and ‘exported’, make sure
that you set the memory address of the virtual machine from ‘Smalltalk’ to ‘Smalltalk5’ in the top
right in the inspector since we’re re-using the memory allocation from before.
Now that we’ve finished our classic ‘Hello world!’ example, let’s do something a little more
practical. We’re going to make a cube move with keypresses. First, let’s set up the camera, as right
now we can’t see what we’re rendering. In the top left above the scene hierarchy, there’s a giant +.
Click that and then type ‘Camera’ and double click the regular ‘Camera’ class rather than any of its
children (ClippedCamera, InterpolatedCamera, etc.). A camera will be added to the scene. Move it
back a comfortable distance, and then re-select ‘Spatial’ in the top left. Now hit the giant + again,
and search for ‘box’ and create a CSGBox.

If your hierarchy doesn’t look like this, you most likely had the camera selected when
creating your CSGBox and it is now a child to the camera. We don’t want that. Drag and drop the
CSGBox onto ‘Spatial’ so that Spatial is its parent. Press play and make sure that your camera is a
comfortable distance away from your cube.

Now with the virtual machine and the application still running, let’s create a class to hook to
the CSGBox. Go back to Pharo and switch to the Instance side once more. Create a subclass of
FirstApp named FirstBox as shown:

Press CTRL + S to apply and create the subclass. Switch back to the ‘Class side’ and add a
class instance variable named ‘boxSpatial’ and hit CTRL + S to apply.

Go to the ‘+ Class side method’ tab and create a new method named ‘init’. In the body of the
method, call ‘self onReady’ and create a ‘Godot runEveryFrame:’ block with ‘self process’ as the
body.

After hitting CTRL + S, the 2 methods will turn red to warn you they don’t exist yet. We can
fix this fast using the debugger. Smalltalk programmers often use the debugger to write methods
and classes because it auto-fills and guesses many of the things you want to do, saving you from
constantly swapping between tabs. Highlight ‘self onReady.’ and hit CTRL + D on it to force an
error.

In the top right of the debugger, hit ‘+ Create’, and you’ll usually want the very top option,
which in this case is ‘FirstBox class’, meaning that the new method we’re creating will be defined
for this class. It will prompt you for the protocol name. Erase ‘as yet unclassified’ and type in
‘initialization’ and hit enter. The debugger now shows the new method’s body, which is currently
defined as ‘self shouldBeImplemented.’. Erase this statement and replace it with ‘boxSpatial :=
Spatial new: [Godot getNode: ‘CSGBox’].’ as shown below.

Press CTRL + S to apply it, then close the debugger. ‘self onReady.’ will still be highlighted
in red, however you can click over to ‘onReady’ and then back to ‘init’ and it will re-parse and
realize that it is no longer undefined. Next let’s do the same for ‘self process’. Highlight it, then
press CTRL + D to force an error, then hit create, select ‘FirstBox class’, type ‘process’ for the
protocol, and replace the ‘self shouldBeImplemented.’ body with the following:

Now, there’s quite a bit going on here. For starters, if you’re new to Smalltalk, the pipes at
the top of a method are how we define local variables. These variables only exist within this
method. Also, since they’re in the process method which is in the ‘Godot runEveryFrame:’ block,
these variables will be assigned these values every frame. TempY will be replaced with the box’s Y
position every frame, which in Godot is the up and down axis. Delta is a value experienced game
programmers are most likely familiar with. Delta is the delta time since the last frame was
processed. This value allows us to make any calculations frame independent/time dependent, so a
super powered PC running our game at 200 frames per second and a tin can running it at 15 frames
per second both end up with the same calculations even though the high powered PC is running our
code many more times a second. While you never want frame dependence in video games, see
Fallout 76 for why you especially don’t want to make multiplayer games frame dependent. Speed is
a constant that we will be using as our box’s movement speed.
KeyUp is a child of the Input → Action class whose actionName value is set to ‘ui_up’,
which is a default in Godot. You can learn more about Godot actions from the Godot base tutorial,
but essentially they’re simply bound inputs that you can change in the project settings. You can also
create your own custom actions/keys in both Godot and the GodotTalk library. You can do this by

extending the Action class just as KeyUp, KeyDown etc. have, setting the initialize method to run
‘self actionName: ‘your_action_here’.’ and then doing ‘KeyYourKey initialize.’ in a Playground.
From then on you can then use the ‘KeyYourKey isPressed:’ and ‘KeyYourKey justPressed:’
methods like any other key.
If the up key is not pressed, the entire block is ignored. However if it is pressed, tempY will
be add speed * delta to itself. Note the block nesting to make sure that the methods are called by the
virtual machine correctly rather than by Pharo, and the assignment is done using the entire block.
There are several situations such as this one where a place you would normally use parentheses to
force order in Pharo are replaced by brackets to force order in the GodotTalk VM.
Finally the box’s Y position is replaced by tempY, leading to our movement. Now that we
have this code in place, let’s go back to the ‘writeToMemory’ definition of ‘FirstApp’ and replace
the ‘Hello world!’ example with our FirstBox class initialization.

Don’t forget to apply it with CTRL + S. With this in place, we can now run ‘FirstApp
writeToMemory’ once more, and now if we press the up key, W, or Z, the box will move up.
This concludes this first version of the GodotTalkV0.1 manual. If you have further questions
on how to do certain things, take a look through the base classes and examples in the GodotTalk
package, however be careful of outdated code. If you’re unsure about anything after consulting the
base classes, join the GodotTalk Discord to discuss the proper approach to what you’re trying to
achieve. This manual may be updated and edited with new information as the virtual machine is
developed. The most up to date copy will be automatically published to the Discord server.
Thank you for reading, and I hope you enjoy creating Godot applications in Smalltalk.

